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Abstract: This article presents the main debates
and existing lines of investigation about the
foundation of the actual Turkey and which have
been the factors of its process of modernization,
examining the meaning and the principles of the
kemalist political movement and its influence in
the conformation of the contemporary Turkish
State. Elements such as the political Islamism,
the Kurd nationalism and the projects of
integration with Europe are analyzed. As result
of the combination of these factors, Turkish
political history has lived in a state on
permanent tension between the secular sectors
and the religious/ Islamic /conservative one. In
order to solve such dilemma, the presence of
soldiers and their intervention to solve many
coup d'etats have been constant.
Keywords: Modernity, Turkey, democracy,
republic, Ottoman Empire.
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H

istory of modernization in the Ottoman
Empire, in the sense of adopting
Western-origin rational governmental
institutions and attitudes under Western military,
economic and ideological pressure, is usually
considered to begin early in the nineteenth
century1. Several studies take the period of
Selim III (1789-1807) as the starting point in
dealing with modernization attempts in Turkey2.
Reforms aiming to restructure mainly the state
apparatus were incessantly maintained by the
succeeding statesmen throughout the nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries. Establishment of
the Turkish Republic in 1923 is usually argued
to be the culmination of such reform process3.
Although the continuity
between
the
modernization attempts in the Ottoman Empire
and Turkish Republic is underlined, the latter is
treated distinctly and as a new beginning. This
conventional approach stems from several
reasons but the belief or consideration that the
© Historia Actual Online 2007

reforms of the early Republican era (also known
as, in behalf of the founder and president of the
Turkish Republic until his death in 1938,
Mustafa Kemal’s era) were the marks of ‘new
Turkey instead of old’ and thus a definite
rupture from the past is the main drive for the
assessment of this period separately. Along with
this consideration, this period and the preceding
one, the Turkish War of Independence (19191922), are presented as the stages of the Turkish
‘Revolution’, in the first of which independence
of the Turks were secured against imperialist
powers and in the second, an independent new
modern state was founded. Within this
approach, Mustafa Kemal [Atatürk] has come to
be famed as the ‘savior’ and revolutionary
leader that modernized Turkey.
Reflecting the outlook of the founders of the
Turkish Republic, this approach mainly
stemmed from both contemporaneous views of
foreign authors and diplomats who frequently
underlined novelty of Turkey as it turned
entirely its face to the West4 and studies
examining, the so-called Turkish transformation,
within the perspective that modernization theory
provided at its emergence in 1950s. As a matter
of fact, early writings on the Turkish Revolution
were enormously influenced from the modernity
paradigm as they examined the case of Turkey, a
latecomer in modernization, by highlighting
development and progress in an underdeveloped
country. Critical approaches to modernization
theory came in the following decades5. In the
examination of the Turkish case, challenge to
modernization theory came from revisionist
scholars who were under the influence of
dependency theory. Followers of the
dependency school focused on socio-economic
basis of the transformation as the fundamental of
political change in addition to change and
continuity between the Ottoman Empire and the
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Turkish Republic6. Another revisionist approach
came from scholars who analyzed the Turkish
Revolution within the cultural-symbolic traits it
represented. Comparing it to the French
Revolution in order to reveal its peculiarities; for
example, Şerif Mardin, an eminent Turkish
social scientist, argues that

sections of the society can come to halt without
redefining the Kemalist understanding of
secularism/laicism and if the democratic regime
in Turkey can be solidified and integration to the
European Union can be eased without revising
the Kemalist principles are the most frequently
asked, polemicized and debated questions today.

“The Turkish Revolution was not the instrument
of a discontented bourgeoisie, it did not ride on
a wave of peasant dissatisfaction with the social
order, and it did not have as target the sweeping
away of feudal privileges, but it did take as a
target the values of the Ottoman ancient
régime… For the Turkish Revolutionaries, the
symbolic system of society, culture, seems to
have had a relatively greater attraction as a
target than the social structure itself”7.

Questioning of the Turkish Revolution in this
way has well-founded reasoning since sociopolitical, socio-cultural and even economic
vision of the order that was established in 192030s is still efficient together with the figure of
Mustafa Kemal [Atatürk] whose “images and
ideals adorn the landscape of social life;
multiple portraits and posters of him hang in
nearly every public meeting place; his epigrams
appear on frontal pieces of school buildings and
state offices from postal services to the army
barracks throughout the country”11. In the
political culture of contemporary Turkey,
reforms of the early Republican era and figure
of Mustafa Kemal have been considered as the
foundational stones of the Turkish state that a
challenge, threat or claim to change these is
usually perceived by the establishment as
attempt to overthrow the regime, to partite the
country or to destroy the secular and democratic
national order. This order took its name from its
founder and it is widely known as Kemalism
which, in some studies, have been treated as a
peculiar ideology and a third way between
socialist and liberal ideologies12. Peculiarity of
the Kemalist thought or ideology is debatable,
but it is not exaggeration to say that it has
dominated political landscape of contemporary
Turkey as it has been consolidated and
reproduced through all periods since the
establishment of the Turkish Republic. This
essay will simply describe the principles of
Kemalism and attempt to uncover the vision of
state and society laying in these principles.

Among such approaches, the modernist account
which describes the Turkish Revolution as
national, secular and progressive modernization
attempt with strong anti-clerical and antitraditionalist tendencies8 as well as “change
from an Islamic Empire to a national Turkish
state, from a medieval theocracy to a
constitutional republic, from a bureaucratic
feudalism to a modern capitalist economy”9
seems to dominate studies on the history of the
early Turkish Republic.
Debates on the Turkish Revolution since the end
of 1980s has actually any relevance with both
the modernization theory and its critics. The
Revolution has been under close examination
due to the process that Turkey has undergone,
particularly of political climate that has
dominated domestic and international affairs.
Three main factors, which also surround the
debates on the Turkish Revolution and have
brought it into questioning, can be counted for
this development. First is the resurgence of
Kurdish nationalism which, after the
suppression of 1925, had not developed an
efficient program and organization until 1980s10.
Second, the rise of political Islam with a viable
mass support and well-established political
organization(s) backed with a fairly good
amount of capital. Finally, there is the process
that Turkey entered in integration with the
European Union. All of these, together or
separately, led the questioning of the aspects,
understanding, structure and vision that the
Turkish Revolution comprised. If Kurdish issue
can be resolved without abandoning Kemalist
notion of ‘nation’, if the perpetual tension
between secular/laicist and conservative/Islamist
50

1. KEMALISM
What is Kemalism? Together with if Kemalism
is an ideology or not, this question is frequently
asked one and actually has not definitely been
answered. As widely accepted, however,
Kemalism “never became a coherent, allembracing ideology, but can be described as a
set of opinions which were never defined in any
detail”13. The ‘set of opinions’ that are
considered to form Kemalism has been fixed in
six principles or arrows, each signifying a target
and characteristic of the reforms and was
claimed to complement each other. The six
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arrows have become the emblem of the
Republican People’s Party which was founded
in 1923 by Mustafa Kemal [Atatürk] and now
the main opposition party. These are
republicanism, secularism/laicism, nationalism,
populism,
etatism/statism
and
reformism/transformationism.

political connotations regarding the power
struggle ongoing among Mustafa Kemal’s
faction and their opponents. It is because it
provided legitimacy for the reforms while it was
used as a mean to devalue what belonged to the
Ottoman past so as to discredit every kind of
opposition, whether conservative/Islamic or
Kurdish or political, against the political power
held by Mustafa Kemal’s party.

Except for republicanism, all these had actually
firm Ottoman roots, not in form of doctrine or
principle but as characteristics of the
modernization process, and as a part of the
Ottoman polity14. Secularization/laicization was
one of the essential characteristics of the
Ottoman modernization since, roughly to say,
the second half of the nineteenth century; early
writings on the history of the Turks began at the
same time and by the end of the century,
Turkism, then denoting Turkish nationalism,
became one of the cornerstones of political
thought among intellectuals. Populism was one
of the components of the ideology of the
Committee of Union and Progress, which was
the party in power in between 1908-18. Etatism
emerged as practical and pragmatic economic
policy during the First World War15. That is to
say, Mustafa Kemal was not the creator of these
principles16; instead, he was the political leader
that systemized them as a political program to
be implemented for the transformation of
Turkey into a modern state. Nevertheless, he and
the bureaucratic elite surrounding him presented
them as novelty through which the state and
nation would catch up the contemporary and
civilized world. As a matter of fact, they were
the ideological instruments providing the
republican-bureaucratic elite to disconnect
themselves from the Ottoman past and
legitimate their position as well as the reforms
held for eradication of religious institutions17.
2. PRINCIPLES OF KEMALISM
Cutting all relations with the Ottoman past and
arguing that ‘the new Turkey has any relation
with old [Ottoman] Turkey’, that ‘the Ottoman
government has passed into history’ and ‘now a
new Turkey has been born’18, a very
characteristic of the Kemalist discourse, found
its expression in transformationism. This
principle, defined as ‘a commitment to ongoing
change and support for the Kemalist
programme’19, was the spirit lying behind the
reforms held in the early Turkish Republic and
displayed Mustafa Kemal and his colleagues’20
determination to create a new Turkish state and
society independently of the past. Yet it has also
© Historia Actual Online 2007

Along with the transformationist vision, reforms
aiming nationalization and secularization of the
state and society were held on a vast scale
beginning in 1922. In the first place, the
Sultanate and Caliphate, the temporal and
spiritual symbols of power in the Ottoman
Empire were abolished and replaced by the
Republican regime. Republicanism was to be
one of the arrows demonstrating anti-monarchic
nature of the new regime and its popular base.
Resting the new regime on popular base or
national sovereignty found its expression in
populist arrow. In the Turkish case, populism
denoted national solidarity and was defined by
the Republican elite as ‘interests of nation came
before interests of any group or class’. In that,
populism, as Parla and Davison aptly state,
depicts of relations between social groups and
individuals. Claiming that ‘interests of all
members of society are not and should not be
considered to be in conflict’, this elite rejected
the notion of class in society. According their
understanding, there were no classes but only
occupational groups in Turkey. Turkish people
were ‘farmers, herdsmen, landowners, artisans,
workers, free professionals’, etc.21 As there were
no classes in Turkey, there would be no political
activity based on class interests. As society in
Turkey was harmonious and not made up of
competitive/rival economic groups, political
competition would not be allowed. In the
context of 1920s and 1930s, following brief
experiences in multi-party politics, this came to
mean that the party in power; namely,
Republican People’s Party was the sole
legitimate party to rule. In other words,
authoritarian mono-party rule was consolidated
and any group of opposition or autonomous
organization was allowed to exist. In the long
run, this understanding targeted socialist or
communist organizations, which would not be
allowed for open legal political activity until
recent time22.
Establishment of the Republican regime based
on popular sovereignty was followed by other
fundamental reforms. In 1924, together with the
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abolishment of the Caliphate, religious schools
were closed; a unified national and secular
system of education was introduced. At the
same time, religious office and the Ministry of
Religious Affairs were replaced by the Religious
Directorate. Interpretation and execution of an
enlightened version of Islamic religion was the
main drive behind the establishment of this
Directorate23. A year later, in 1925, the religious
shrines and dervish contents, which had vital
importance in the daily life of the Muslims, were
closed down24. In addition, traditional headgear
of the Ottomans, fez, was prohibited; instead, a
symbol of being western, hat, was promoted.
Adoption of the European calendar, the Swiss
civil code, Italy’s penal code and Latin alphabet
followed these. All these were the requirement
for being civilized, particularly secular/laic. As
still one of the most complicated and debated
Kemalist principles, secularization/laicization
thus targeted mainly three areas. First target was
fields of state, education and law. These areas
had been the traditional strongholds of the
institutionalized Islam of the ulema (higher
religious class) in the Ottoman Empire.
Secondly, religious symbols; and finally, social
life and popular Islam were subjected to
fundamental change25.
In the Kemalist secularization/laicization
reforms, it is possible to decipher the positivist
mentality of the reformers. As a matter of fact,
positivist ideology was the intellectual basis of
the Turkish Revolution26. The belief that a
modern nation thinks in terms of positive
sciences was not a newcomer in Turkey.
Positivism had began to influence deeply
Mustafa Kemal’s generation, widely known as
the Young Turks or Jeunes Turcs and later to
form the Republican elite, from the beginning of
the twentieth century onwards27. Positive
sciences had particular emphasis in the Kemalist
thought and discourse. Science, according to
Mustafa Kemal, was the ‘truest guide to life’.
For this reason, Turks had to learn to think in
scientific manner. This was the requirement for
the nation’s success in contemporary progress
since ‘science was the gateway to progress in
contemporary civilization’28. As this was the
belief, sphere of religion, Islam, should be
limited and religious belief should be an
individual matter. Thus Kemalist reforms that
were held with a well-rooted positivist
understanding essentially targeted religious
institutions and symbols. Separation of religion
and state was rhetorically the purpose; however,
a firm state control was established on religion
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through the Directorate of Religious Affairs. In
other words, the aim of secularization/laicization
became removal of religion from certain spheres
of governance without separating its institutions
and personnel from the state29. In that, the early
Republican government did not separate the
temporal and spiritual domains; instead, it
strictly put the spiritual under the control of
temporal30.
The vacuum that secularizing/laicizing reforms
created at the expense of the domain that had
previously been occupied by religion was
attempted to be filled with Turkish nationalism.
The efforts of the Republican elite for nationbuilding and to give a sense of Turkishness to its
citizens through linguistic and historical studies
led the adoption of an overtly ethnicist and
secular Turkish nationalism emphasizing the
Turkish ethnicity as master of the country and
dismissing Islam from being a component of the
Turkish identity. These two characteristics of the
Turkish identity can be seen in efforts to find a
Turkish civilization in history and for language
reform aiming, particularly following the
adoption of Latin alphabet in 1928, purification
of the Turkish language from the Arabic and
Persian words, which had actually made up the
Ottoman language together with Turkish31.
These efforts were culminated in the
formulation of Turkish Historical Thesis and
Sun-Language Theory respectively. While the
former claimed that ‘the Turks had originally
lived in Central Asia, but had been forced by
drought and hunger to migrate to other areas,
such as China, Europe and the Near East’ where
‘they had created the world’s great
civilizations’, the latter argued that ‘all
languages derived originally from one primeval
language, spoken in Central Asia, that Turkish
was the closest of all languages to this origin
and that all languages had developed from the
primeval language through Turkish’32. Simply
the claim comes to be that all civilizations were
born from the Turkish civilization and mother of
all tongues over the world was Turkish.
Turkish nationalism that was officially adopted
through such historical and linguistic studies
was civilizationist and universal as it attempted
to demonstrate that Turks were a significant part
of world history and belonged to civilized world
by separating them from the East and cutting
their relations with Islam. Domestically,
however, this nationalist vision excluded
‘others’; those who had non-Turkish background
ethnically, linguistically and culturally. With the
© Historia Actual Online 2007
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adoption of the Turkish Historical Thesis, it was
accepted that Turkishness was made up of race,
ethnicity and glorious past of the Turks and their
language33. Accordingly, ethnically non-Turkish
elements were subjected to assimilative policy.

the purpose of studying, reproducing and
disseminating vision of state and society of the
early Turkish Republic. Curriculum of schools
arranged to this end and history textbooks
propagating this vision were written to publicize
ideals of Kemalist understanding. The
Republican People’s Party also established
People’s Houses and People’s Rooms in order to
transform the Turks into a modern ‘enlightened’
people within the Kemalist ideology. As they
were also a part of national mobilization, the
number of such organizations reached to
approximately 4,500 in 195036.

Nationalism of the new regime is also
discernible in the principle of étatism/statism.
Étarism was adopted as an economic policy
following the Great Depression of 1929 and has
generally been considered to mean as state
intervention for economic progress and the
creation of a national economy. However, étatist
understanding can not be confined to economic
sphere. As vision of economic progress laid in
railway building, banking and state-led
industrial investments which were given the
name of ancient civilizations that were claimed
to be Turkish in the Historical Thesis such as
Sümerbank (Sümer means Sumerian) and
Etibank (Eti means Hittite), this principle came
to represent economic aspect of the nationalist
ideology. This vision also entailed the creation
of a national bourgeoisie and thus targeted
refinement of economic enterprises and
commerce
from
non-Turkish
elements,
specifically the non-Muslim minorities. In the
context of 1930s, étatist principle actually
signified state domination in political, economic,
social and cultural spheres as well as an
instrument of national mobilization effort
together with populism34.
3. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Over viewing all these principles together, it is
convenient to state that they were parts of the
effort to replace the Ottoman Empire with the
Turkish nation-state. As they were announced in
their complete form in the program of
Republican People’s Party in 1931 and
incorporated into the constitution in 1937, these
principles were considered to form the official
ideology of the Turkish nation-state. Secular and
nationalist citizens committed to the Republican
regime and accommodated to the modern,
contemporary world were to be created by
inculcating these principles. Education was the
primary mean of inculcation35. Kemalist
reforms, principles and thought have become
particular and compulsory subjects of education
from the primary to university level. Beginning
from 1930s till the present, some institutes
within and outside university bodies were
founded until the title of ‘Institute for Atatürk’s
Principles and History of the Turkish
Revolution’ or ‘Atatürk Research Center’ with
© Historia Actual Online 2007

Although it was envisioned as the ‘sole and
most determinative, all-encompassing public
philosophy embedded and enforced in governing
and socializing institutions of the Turkish
Republic”37, the Kemalist thought was
transformed as a result of he social, economic
and political change that Turkey underwent in
the following decades. The vision that the
Republican elite had in transforming Turkey
was questioned and challenged by political
movements developed in subsequent periods. In
the aftermath of the World War II, when there
was hot debate and effort for transition into
multi-party politics, these principles, particularly
étatism and laicism were reinterpreted38. In
1950s,
Kemalist
understanding
of
laicism/secularism was crucially challenged by
the political representatives of those who were
discontented with the harsh laicist/secularist
policy of 1930s and objected to eradication of
Islamic symbols and institutions from social life.
Organized in the Democratic Party, they
overthrow Mustafa Kemal’s People’s Party in
elections and held the power in 1950 for a
decade. During their period of rule, an Islamic
revival was generally observed39.
In 1960s and 70s, leftist movement which, for
the first time in the history of modern Turkey,
acquired a popular base by the growing of
labour class, was viewed as the main challenge
to Kemalist vision of state and society although
it adopted and was deeply influenced from some
aspects of Kemalist principles. Growing of
socialist organizations was actually the dead
letter of ‘harmonious society’ having no classes
but occupational groups40. In the next two
decades, in 1980s and 90s, challenge to
Kemalist principles came from the Kurds.
Objecting to the vision of one state, one people,
one official language in an organically unified
society under the hegemony of ethnic Turkish
nationalism, the Kurds overwhelmingly
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supported the Kurdish rebellion that broke out in
1980s. Another challenge to Kemalist principles
began to accompany the Kurdish movement in
mid-1990s. Political Islam which was still
questioning the secular/laic character of the
Republican regime gained considerable popular
support and the representative party became the
first party in elections in 199541.
All such challenges became a pretext of
intervention by military in 1960, 1971, 1980 and
1997 respectively; sometimes in form of coup
d’état and sometimes through check and
balances of the political system. As a matter of
fact, the military emerged as the guard of the
Kemalist principles since 1960; a role that
legitimating and reproducing its position in
politics up to date. For this reason, Kemalist
principles still the main points of reference for
not being excluded and segregated in the
political system and actually the only legitimate
vision in dealing with current issues of Turkey,
especially those related to identity issue.
Therefore, examining the Kemalist principles
and vision provide one with abound clues on
political struggles ongoing in Turkey today,
particularly around the issue of integration into
the European Union between liberals and
nationalists.
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